Abstract -In the past two decades there has been a remarkable growth in reliable experimental data on the Arrhenius parameters for elementary reactions. This includes reactions between neutrals (radicals, atoms, molecules) as well as unimolecular reactions involving these species. In the past decade a parallel and almost equally extensive body of data have begun to accumulate on ion-molecule reactions. The Transition State Theory of Chemical Reactions permits us to organize this experimental data into a relatively simple structure from which we can elucidate a number of simple generalizations which then permit us to make reasonably accurate estimates of the Arrhenius parameters for the rate constants of other, not yet measured elementary processes.
INTRODUCTION
In the last 20 years our ability to predict thermochemical data and rate parameters has under gone an impressive development. For many classes of molecules and free radicals we can predict these properties with an accuracy equivalent to that of the current experimental, stateof-the-art accuracy. Appearances are that we shall soon be in a position to do that for ions and solvated ions.
To predict the equilibrium constant, KT for balanced stoichiometric, chemical reaction we need to know the Gibbs Free Energy change in the reaction, aA+bB+'• pP+qQ+rR+• (1) LGT = -RT ln KT (2) = HT -TAST (3) As indicated in equations 2 and 3, AGT is in turn determined by the enthalpy LiHT, and entropy changes LST in the reaction. It is convenient to reference these latter to some standard temperature (25°C) and pressure (1 atm) and make what usually turns out to be small and generally self-compensating corrections to them in terms of LC T' the heat capacity change in the reaction (1) is in general an impossible requirement and so one has resorted to empirical or theoretical methods of predicting these quantities. For small molecules with not more than 2 polyvalent atoms the methods of statistical mechanics have provided sufficient accuracy to predict entropies and heat capacities. To do this one estimates interatomic distances, bond angles and barriers tà internal rotation from tables of these quantities. For larger molecules, additivity laws of various sophisticaticn are available for deducing S98 and C°T from appropriate tables. Entries in these latter relate to structural features such as bonds or groups (Ref.l).
The most elusive property to obtain with accuracy has been LH98, the standard, molar heat of formation. Where accurate experimental data for key molecules is available, the same additivity laws can be employed to deduce tH298 for related molecules, radicals or ions in homologous series. This is the case for hydrocarbons, and organic molecules containing oxygen, halogens, nitrogen and sulfur atoms. For other atoms in the periodic (6) and the rate constant k can be written:
k= kTK+ (7) where the quantities in parentheses are known and K is the equilibrium constant describing the transition state. It has proven impossible to predict K4 from first principles but one can use known experimental rate data for key reactions and deduce 1H98 and S8 for transition states involved. Where prior data exists it is possible to estimate A-factors to a factor of 2 and activation energies E to ±2 kcal/mole. Where a rate measurement has been made at one temperature it is possible to estimate A better than it can usually be measured by extended temperature measurements .
Reaction rates dominated by energy transfer processes, such as atom recombination the disso- For tight transition states the difference in activation energies (reactant or product side) is of course equal to the heat of reaction. The smaller of the two energies (i.e. in the exothermic direction) is labelled the "intrinsic" activation energy. It has been impossible to predict intrinsic activation energies with useful precision (<2 kcal) from first principles. However it is possible to predict them to ±1 kcal using empirical rules and additivity laws (Ref.l).
Mechanism
One of the major obstacles historically, to the development of a complete foundation for chemical kinetics has been our uncertainty about the generic pathways of "mechanisms" for elementary reactions. We have today achieved very close to a complete accounting of mechanism, both for reactions in the gas phase and in condensed phases. What is meant by this, is that we have a semi-quantitative grasp of the energies and entropies associated with any structure one may write for a proposed transition state and hence may estimate, although crudely in many cases, the rate parameters associated with that path. No reaction is ever "forbidden." It may have a very high activation energy associated with it.
The constraints we must consider are:
1. Spin Conservation 2. Ring strain-ring entropy (cyclic structures) 3. Orbital syimnetry conservation 4. Franck-Condon restrictions (electrons, radiation)
The first three of these are dominated by penalties of higher activation energies. The Afactor penalty for violating spin or orbital conservation is usually quite small. It will always involve a tight TS. For the formation of rings in the TS we pay a price both in ring strain energy and in ring entropy. The latter can involve factors of 10-1 to lOs. FranckCondon restrictions can involve penalties in A-factors or activation energies or both. These are usually processes involving the very disparate motions of particles with very different masses. Changes in electronic dates and radiative interactions belong to this class. H atom motions in molecules may also show similar restraints.
Activation energy barriers in exothermic reactions usually arise from the requirement of promoting electrons from closed valence shells.. Free radicals or atoms combine with. no activation energy because we have an unpaired electron in one and an open orbital to receive it in the other. Only spin and steric restrictions modify the A-factors. These recombinations are characterized by loose TS. Metathesis reactions generally have activation energies in the range 0-15 kcal and occasionally in special cases, up to 25 kcal. These are generally atom-molecule or radical-molecule and have one species with an odd electron but the other closed shell. These require electronic promotion in only one species. Molecule-molecule reactions have intrinsic activation energies in the range 15-50 kcal and require two electronic promotions. In all of these we find quite remarkable correlations of observed E with electron affinities and polarizabilities (Ref.5) which give us reasonable confidence in estimating E for related species.
energies. The reason is that they parallel metathesis reactions and hence night be expected to have intrinsic activation energies in the 0-15 keal range. However, the polarization interaction is generally larger than this and hence reduces the net requirement to zero. Most cross-sections are very close to the Langevin value.
Energy Transfer Processes These generally fall into two extreme classes. One is the exchange of energy to thernalized species from vibronic to translational and/or rotational modes. These are of interest in laser processes and in boundary layer relaxation and have been reasonably treated by both Landau-Teller and resonant models. The other class is vibronic energy transfer to and from highly internally excited species. These play a key role in the dissociation of small molecules and the inverse processes of recoznbination of atomsand small radicals. The efficiency of these latter processes is high in the range of 1 to lO2 per gas phase collision and has been found to correlate very closely, as night be expected, with intermolecular forces between collision partners (Ref.
3). Modern treatments of ion fragmentation channels in mass spectrometry utilize RRKM theory very successfully in analyzing the molecular processes. The chief problems in making quantitative a priori assignments is the uncertainty of knowing the original energy depicted by the electron beam (seldom monochromatic) and the energy partition in the fragments. Also lacking is a reliable and broad knowledge of heats of formation of the fragment ions and metastables.
It is of interest to see how one might apply these techniques to the case of an electronmolecule reaction. Fehsenfeld has measured the rate of thermal electron capture by SF6 at 300-500°K and 0. 
A10 [J (11)
Where (M) =_conc. of He or Ar, the carrier gas and k is the deactivation rate constant for excited SF6 ', A10 is the Arrhenius A-factor for te high pressure decomposition of thermal SF6, E is the electron affinity of SF6; s is the affective number of internal degrees of freedom of SF6 capable of exchanging energy (5 = (C_8)/R < 15) and E-E0 is the thermal energy of SF6 at temperature.
If we assume that SF6 has the sane symmetry and bond lengths as SF6 and roughly the sane frequencies S00(SF6) = S00(SF6) + 1.4 e.u. and tS° for reaction 10 is -3.6 e.u. From detailed balancing the Arrhenius A-factor for the thermal decomposition of SF6 is then, A10 = A10 exp sec. This latter value is close to that estimated a priori for the loose TS, recombination reaction, if we assumed that SF has a square-planar pyramidal structure similar to octahedral SF6 with the electron occupying the space occupied by the missing F in the latter.
